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During the last few years, a new term has crept into 
re-the vocabulary of conservation, namely 'biosphere 

serve'. Yet few people know what it really means, and 
many have confused, or even conflicting, ideas about 
what it actually covers. This situation results from the 
fact that the concept is relatively new, that it it multi-
faceted, and that it has already undergone some evolu. 
tion as theory has been translated into practice. Conse-
quently some clarification is needed, and this is a major 
aim of the present paper. In this respect, it was felt use-
ful to take a historical perspective which allows us to 
understand how the concept originated, how it has de-
veloped, why some miscoiiceptions have occurred, where 
we now stand, and what the future prospects could be. 

ORIGIN OF THE IDEA 

The concept of 'biosphere reserve' emerged from the 

programme on Man and the Biosphere (MAB) of which 

it constitutes an essential part. MAB was initiated thrcugh 
a resolution passed by the 'Biosphere Conference' con-

vened in Paris by UNESCO in 1968 as an intergovem-
anmental programme of research aiming to develop 

useinterdisciplinary scientific basis for the rational and 

conservation of the resources of The Biosphere. The gen-

eral approach to, and the ways and means of implement-
ing, this Programme-which has now been in operation 
for more than ten years--have already been described 
inEnvironmentalConservation(Batisse, 1980). 

The greatest merit of the 'Biosphere Conference' was 

perhaps its assertion, for the first time in an intergovern-
mental context, that the conservation of environmental 
resources could and should be achieved alongside of their 

utilization for human benefit. One of the recommenda-
tions put forward by the 'Biosphee Conference' dealt 
specifically with the 'utilization and preservation of gen-

etic resources'. It proposed to take specific measures to 

protect significant ecosystems, original habitats of do-
mesticated plants and animals, and remnant populations 
of endangered species. 

It took a long and painful effort to translate the re-
acommendations of the 'Biosphere Conferunce' into 

manageable international programme (BourliIre & Ba-

ti3se, 1978). In the autunn of 1969, sonic 80 scientists 
from more than 30 countries worked together in an 

extraordinary atmosphere of enthusiasm and creativity 
to attempt to draw up this programme. Their ambitioi-s 
proposals had to be streamlined later on, but one of the 

ideas which cmcrged on this occasion was that of a co-

ordinated world-wide network of protected areas to 
ensure the conservation of genetic material. Such a net

would of course include existing reserves; but itwork 
had to be extenoed in a systematic manner which would 
allow for the protection of many' plant and animal gen
etic resources that, so far, had not been covered. As this 
was to be part of the Programme on Man and the Bio
sphere, the term 'biosphere reserve' made its first timid 
appearance in conversations. It would probably have 
been dropped if those responsible for the launching of 
the Programme had not felt the need for sonle clearly
identified territorial and logistic base for MAB activities, 
following the experience acquired in the implementation 
of the International Hydrological Decade, where 'Decade 
stations' had helped to focus interest on this earlier inter
national scientific programme. Thus, the introduction of 

was due more to an instincthe term 'biosphere reserve' 
tive feeling that MAB's operational character and visibil
ity in the field had to be asserted, rather than for clearly
defined technical reasons. 

The first official definition of 'biosphere reserves' was 

given in 1970, in the plan proposed to the UNESCO 
General Conference for the launching of MAB. This deft
nition continued to stress their research and logistic role 
rather than conservation per se: ... 'the pursuit of the 

various studies called for in the Programme will require 
areas for scienthe availability of undisturbed natera! 

as well as areas in which the conditions oftific study 
under careful control by the scientistsdisturbance are 

ch projects under the Programme.involved in the resea 
It will be essential therefore for each Member State to 

designate within its boundaries "biosphere reserves" 
of each of the major orcontaining representative areas 

otherwise relevant ecos- stems within the nation's bound
aries. These reserves would have as their primary purpose 
to serve as centres for the research and, where appro
priate, monitoring and observation called for in the MAB 
Programme' (UNESCO, 1970). 

When the MAB Coordinating Council met, in 1971, 
for its first session to focus the Programme around four
teen main themes, it identified theme No. 8 as 'Conser
vation of natural areas and of the genetic material they 

contain', and spelt out the idea of a coordinated world
network of protected areas. The term 'biospherewide 

reserve' was mentioned under this theme, the designa
tion as biosphere reserve being simply equated with a 

and acceptable degree of international con'recognized 
cern for the long-term conservation' of the protected 
areas of the network. At the same session, when discus
sing the infrastructure of MAB, the Coordinating Coun
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cli continued to stress 'the particular role of biosphere 
rese ves as basic logistic resources for research (where
experiments can be repeated in the same places overperiods of tima), as areas for education and training,
and as essential components for the study of many pro.
jects under the Programme' (UNESCO, 1971).

Thus, in a somewhat hazy manner, and with some
ambiguity about their role and nature, both the idea and 
the term of 'biosphere reserves' were conceived as a part
of MAB. Such haziness and ambiguity were to create 
some misunderstandings which had eventually to beresolved. 

FORMULATION OF THE CONCEPT 

All themes identified as components of MAB had to 
be elaborated in depth during the early nineteen-seventies
in order to define precise operational guidelines for 
their implementation. For theme No. 8 this was dcone in 
two stages. A first panel-meeting held at Morges irt Sep-
tember 1973 at the then Headquarters of IUCN, worked 
out the scientific content of the theme, emphatically
underlining the importance of ecological, genetic, and
evolutionary, principles in conservation, and the serious 
weaknesses and inadequacies ofmost conventional efforts 
in this field (UNESCO, 1973). A task-force organized in
Paris in May 1974 was then entrusted with the formula-
tion of criteria and guidelines for the choice and estab-
lishment of biosphere reserves (UNESCO, 1974). By and 
large the recommendations of this task-force are still
valid to-day. Thus the primary objectives of biosphere 
reserves are: 

1) To conserve for present and future use the diver-
sity and integrity of biotic communities of plants and 
animals within natural and serii-naturai ecosystems, and 
to safeguard the genetic diversity of species on which 
their continuing evolution depends; 

2) To provide areas for ecological and environmental 
research, including baseline studies, both within and 
adjacent to such reserves; and 


3) To provide facilities for education and training,

The main characteristics of biosphere 
 reserves are

defined as follows: 

1) Biosphere reserves are protected areas of land and 


coast environments; together they should constitute a 

world-wide network linked by international understaid-

ing on purposes, standards, and exchange, of scientifi, 

information. 


2) The network of biosphere reserves should include

significant examples of biomes throughout the world,


3) Each biosphere reserve should include one or more 

of the following: 


(i) Representative examples of natural biomes;
(ii) Unique communities or areas with unusual fea-
tures of exceptional interest; 
(iii) Examples of harmonious landscape resulting from 
traditional patterns of land.use;* and/or 

*Anthropobiomcs-;ee footnote on page 50 of our last 
issuc.-Ed. 

(iv) Examples of modified or degraded ecosystems
that are capable of being restored to more-or-less 
natural conditions. 
4) Each biosphere reserve should be large enough to 

be an effective conservation unit, and to accommodate 
different uses without conflict. 

5) Biosphere reserves should provide opportunities
for ecological research, education, and training; they
will have particular value as benchmarks or standards 
for measurement of long-term changes in The Biosphere 
as a whole. 

6) A biosphere reserve must have adequate long-term 
legal protection. 

7) In some cases biosphere reserves will coincide with,or incorporate, existing or proposed protected areas, 
such as national parks, sanctuaries, or nature reserves. 

In order to implement the concept thus defined, some 
important planning and management principles had to
be worked out-articularly with regard to the spatial
organization of the ideal biosphere reserve. The main
idea is that the reserve should normally include a well
protected'cote area' surrounded by one or several 'buffer
areas' allowing for manipulative research or t:aditional 
land-use, and acting as a transition zone ensuring the 
proper integration of the reserve into the geographical
region which it represents and actually serves. 

This idea is not altogether new, having been used for 
instance to protect certain national parks from external 
pressures. It is also clear that, in some cases, the core 
area itself depends on a certain degree of human manage
ment (such as in the case of certain wetlands) or that the 
buffer zone has to be of a very different nature from the 
core (such as in the case of a lake). What is new here is 
the specific functions which the core area and the buffer 
zones have to play in integrating the multiple purposes
of the biosphere reserve concept. Admittedly, situations 
encountered in Nature vary considerably from place to
place, so that there can be no single system of zoning for 
biosphere reserves. Ideally, however, the core area should 
be representative of a major ecosystem of world signifi
cance, and be large enough to allow for in situ conserva.

tion of the genetic material of this ecosystem. The area
 
thus devoted essentially to conservation would usually

receive minimal human interference, and would serve as
 
a baseline for monitoring changes occurring in The Bio
sphere as well as for research of a non-destructive char
acter. 

A 'first buffer-zone' around the core area would be
used for education and training, as well as for manipu.
lative reseahlh on conservation and ecosystem manage
ment. It could include certain traditional land-use activ
ities in a controlled manner-such as timber extraction,
grazing, or fishing. When possible a second or outer 
buffer-zone is recognized, which then serves a variety
of purposes, including experimentation on alternative 
land-uses, education, training, and recreation, and is
managed--and possibly reclaimed-for the benefit of
local populations while maintaining a healthy envir. 
ronment. 

1/ 
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il principles, which are meant to respond to its multiple 

CORE AREAS 

with two core-areas, and 
with integrated research and exprimentation areasto 

This simple zoning (Fig. 1)can of course be adapted 
to different geographical, ecological, or cultural, situa-
tions-including, for instance, cases where animals mi-
grate from one part of th reserve to another, or cases 
where two or more core areas have to be prelected in a 
cluster (Fig. 2). There is also the more difficult case of 

azonal ecosystems-such as those of coasts, lagoons, or 
man-made landscapes-where the concept of a core has 
to be adapted (Fig. 3). 

objectives, th.at the biosphere rcserve is different from 

most protected areas that were established earlier-even 
iitoften coincides partly with, or incorporates, such 

L the problems of the surroundingwards management
system but rather an open systera1, looking out toaesThmanpitoditntoistaitinoclosed 

areas, and incorporating land-use management concerns.reserve 
e to i
 

sphere reserve has been misleading tr many people in 
this respect. Among strict conservationists it has some
times bee viewedt as an unnccessaiy new name for the 
conventional type of protected area which they had been 
pressing for all the time. Among land-use planners ithas 
sometimes been seen as just another conservationists' 
fancy; for they have not appreciated that only biosphere 
rees can accommodate semi-natural ecosystems and 

even agrosystems equally well. Others have seen a con
tradiction between the concept of a reserve and the pre
sence of people and human activity around it. 
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For these reasons, and in order to avoid changing a 
now well.established term, the 1982 MAB Scientific 
Conference which celebrated the tenth anniversary of 
the MAB programme, decided to add the expression:
'representative ecological area' to the term 'biosphere 
reserve' as a sub-title (UNESCO, in press). It is interesting 
to note that this same expression has been advocated in 
the framework of the Economic Commission for Europe, 
to develop a technique of conservation adapted to the 
heavily man-modified landscapes of Europe. 

Thus, the concept has been progressively elaborated 
and clarified. Perhaps the simplest way to describe it is 
to say that it is essentially an attempt to make conserva-
tion of Nature more systematic, more scientific, more 
relevant to human needs, and more socially and econom-
ically acceptable to the populations concerned, than 
hitherto (Fig. 4). 

BEGINNING OF AWORLD NETWORK 

The theory being established, it remained for us to 
put it into practice by establishing the first biosphere 
reserves. This sinmediately raised several basic questions: 
Where should they be established? By whom? And how? 

Traditional conservation efforts in the past have often 
been devoted to the preservation of exceptional eco-
systems for their scenic beauty, or for the protection of 
certain endangered spectacular species. And in many 
countries, protected areas such as national parks have 

only been created in places of low value for other land
use purposes-such as high mountains or wetlands-
while leaving other types of ecosystems almost entirely 
without protection. 

Emphasis in the biosphere reserve network had there
fore to be placed on representative ecosystems rather 
than on exceptional ones, and the international network 
had to be established in such a manner as to cover them 
as systematically and adequatCy as possible. But what 
is meant by 'representative ecosystems'? As a first at
tempt to provide guidance for answering this questiL , 
a broad classification of major bionies and component 
ecosystems of the world was drawn up at the request of 
UNESCO and IUCN (Udvardy, 1975). This global classi
fication was made at a small scale of approximately 1:40 
millions, and was based upon the concept of 'biogeo
graphical provinces' defined according to faunistic and 
floristic differences and vegetation structures. It identi
fies 193 biogeographical provinces belonging to 14 types 
of biome within 8 'biogecgraphical realms'. 

The above attempt is obviously a generalized classifi
cation which has real merit at the world level but cannot 
go into the details and refinements which are needed to 
cover the variety of ecosystems existing at the regional 
or local level. In the beginning, this approach did actually 
provide the basic scientific and operational guidance that 
was needed to proceed in a sufficiently coherent manner, 
having as a first objective to set up at least one biosphere 
reserve in each biogeographical province. But experience 

The biospherereserve: its ultiple uses 
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was to show very soon how difficult it was to meet this 
modest objective in certain parts of the world, and also 
how complex would be the task of defining a more com-
prehensive, world-wide system. 

No matter how refined the international classification 
system may be, it is of course the responsibility of each 
country to set aside the land and water areas in its terri-
tory which it proposes as biosphere reserves. Their desig-
nation, however, is made at the international level within 
the framework of the MAB Programme. It was probably 
a wise decision of the MAB Coordinating Council to 
delegate this designation function to its Bureau, where 
appropriate and objective attention can be given to the 
merits of each submission. The task of the MAB Bureau 
in this respect was not an easy one in the early days of 
the programme, as many questions remained unclear-
such as desirable size or legal protection. Yet, bravely, 
the MAB Bureau designated the first batch of 57 bio-
sphere reserves in 1976, and this simple procedure is still 
followed today. The experience acquired since that date 
now permits a more selective designation of new reserves 
and therefore a more coherent approach to the progres-
sive build-up of the network, 

The designation of a biosphere reserve constitutes a 
moral commitment for the country concerned to manage 
it properly and to take part in the international network. 
There is no obligation for any country to designate bio. 
sphere reserves, and these reserves have no particular 
legal status as such. In most countries the legal protec-
tion derives from existing legislation. Some countries are 
considering special legislation, and it is obvious that, 
when a biosphere reserve is established in an area which 
has not so far been protected, adequate legal or regula-
tory measures are required. But such measures have no 
value if they are not enforced, as experience has unfor-
tunately demonstrated in a number of existing national 
parks and equivalent reserves, 

What is important, therefore, is the proper manage-
ment of each biosphere reserve, including the actual pro-
tection required in its various components. Actually, it 
would probably not be wise to endeavour to establish 
standard new legislation for biosphere reserves, as this 
could crystallize unduly a concept which has to remain 
flexible. In this respect, it is worth stressing that the first 
stages of implementation of the programme have demon-. 
strated the need for a flexible and pragmatic approach. 
This has a'.owed us to cope with the great diversity of 
local situations, as well as with the need to reconcile in 
each particular case the different-and sometimes con-
flicting-functions assigned to biosphere reserves (Castri 
& Loope, 1977). 

The design of a coherent network demands not only 
that biosphere reserves be established to cover those 
representative ecosystems for which they arc needed, 
but also that they operate as a network and not in isola-
tion. Needless to say, the links between the rese~rves can 
orly develop when a sufficient number of them has been 
reached, and when the scientists concerned see the value 
of reinforcing these links. When once an area has been 
designated as a biosphere reserve, it will only constitute 

a valid element in the international network if it func
tions properly-which implies conducting research in 
the reserve and exchanging relevant information with 
other countries. The biospher,. reserve must be consid
ered as a field laboratory connected with others in dif
ferent countries within the framework of MAB. Such 
linkages can only build up slowly. Significant steps can, 
however, be taken to strengthen and accelerate this 
process. 

An interesting example occurred on the occasion of 
the 'summit' ta!ks between Presidents Nixon and Brezh
nev in 1974, when a bilateral agreement on cooperation 
in the field of environmental protection was signed be
tween the USA and USSR, making specific reference to 
cooperation between the two countries on MAB bio
sphere reserves. This provision, which must have puzzled 
many diplomats, has been followed-by designation of 
'twin' biosphere reserves in these two large countries, 
and by real cooperation in research and exchange of 
information. 

For its part, and with very limited means, the MAB 
Secretariat has tried to trigger action in many countries, 
and has succeeded in a number of them. In particular, 
several national or regional seminars have been devoted 
to biosphere reserves in such countries as Australia, Can
ada, Italy, Mexico, New Zealand, and Turkey, and have 
stimulated the programme. Several developed countries 
have provided support to developing countries in this 
respect, and a contribution from UNEP has permitted 
the establishment of a small regional network among 
countries of Southeast Asia. 

CURRENT TRENDS 

In January 1977, 118 biosphere reserves had been de
signated in 27 countries. Today there are 214 in 58 coun
tries. The computerized MAB Information System pro
vides compilations of all these reserves, giving details on 
their geographical, ecological, and administrative, charac
teristics, on the main relevant publications, and on the 
research projects that are being carried out in each one. 
This compilation is an essential tool for establishing links 
within the network (UNESCO, 1981). It also allows for 
statistical analysis and evaluation of the various functions 
of the network and of its present structure (Goodier & 
Jeffers, 1981). 

The progression in the number of designations shows 
that the concept is now well accepted, even if it is not 
always fully understood. The reserves are located in both 
developed and developing countries, which provides a 
clear indication that the concept is equally appropriate 
in very different socio-cconomic situations. These facts 
are most promising. Yet the overall picture is still far 
from being perfect, and so should be analyzed critically, 
as it was during the lively debates on the occasion of the 
MAB Scientific Conference of 1981. 

The first question is to assess how far the present net
work covers the representative ecosystems of the world, 
with identification of tho:.e regions and biones which 
are not yet properly covered. It is equally necessary to 
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see whether the network is actually functioning, and ResearchandIntegratedProjects

whether the existing reserves maintain the correct stan-
 The most important functions added In respect of
dards to play their role in it.In this respect, the value of' the blosphere reserve are usually the intensification and
the research and monitoring activities must be evaluated, diversification of rese-ich, together with the establish. 
as well as the state of protection and of local support. ment of international links. However, a brief examina-

Existing Gaps 	 tion of the current list of research projects in biosphere 
reserves (UNESCO, 1981) reveals that much of it tendsAs biosphere reserves are proposed upon the initiative to be of a rather specialized nature, and that, in many

of individual countries, their designation could not be cases, little research seems to be carried out. Conversely,
made in a systematic manne; but has been rather hap- a considerable amount of research worlc related to eco.
hazard. It is therefore not surprising that, out of the 193 system structure and functioning, to species survival, to
biogeographical provinces of the Udvardy classification, analysis of human impacts such as tourism, air pollution,
only 91 are represented today in the network by one or 	 grazing, or poaching, or to various aspects of ecosystem
more biosphere reserves. Certain biomes, such as moun- management, is actually taking place in some 60 bio
tains and highlands in Europe, tend to be covered by a sphere reserves. This work is being carried out at therelatively large number of reserves, because different moment by more than 2,000 scientists working on more 
countries with similar ecological conditions havw taken than 600 research projects.
parallel initiatives and the MAB Bureau has felt there In a number of cases, the biosphere reserve and its 
was no reason to discourage them by rejecting their sub- various elements are used as the basis for a 1A8 inte.
missions, more extensive protection being preferable to grated pilot project-combining interdisciplinary re
too little. search, demonstration, training, and education. These

Conversely, very important gaps persist in the cover- projects are linked within regional and global networks,
age of some major biomes-particularly in tropical and and constitute the backbone of the MAB Programme.
subtropical forests and in warm arid regions. Equally The association of a biosphere reserve with an integrated
important gaps are to be found for interface and azonal pilot project is highly desirable. It should not be conecosystems, such as coastal areas or traditional man-	 strued, however, that their objectives are similar, the
modified landscape. These do not appear specifically in focus of the biosphere reserve remaining the conserva
the small-scale Udvardy classification, although they tion of genetic material, whereas the focus of the inte
constitute particularly interesting and vulnerable areas, grated project is essentially sound utilization of eco-
Current efforts, therefore, not only aim at improving systems. But both objectives can be met in the presence
the coverage under the Udvardy classif--. tion, but also of appropriate researchers ann other spe.iaists working
at developing more refined classifications at the ;egional together to great mutual benefit in the same research 
level where azonal and harmonious agro-pastora eco. station. 
systems are also considered. This has been done for in- Many examples could be quoted of this fruitful con
stance for the Mediterranean region (UNESCO, 1977). bination of a biosphere reserve with an integrated pilot
It is gratifying to note in this connection that specific project-such as Mount Kulal in Northern Kenya. the
reference to biosphere reserves has been made in the Tai Forest in Ivory Coast, the 	Sakaerat experimental
'Protocol concerning Mediterrnean specially-protected station in Thailand, or the Panda cesearch station in
areas', which has recently been signed (April 1982) by China (Fig. 5).
the contracting parties of the Barcelona Convention for In the early days of the programme it was also thiought
the Protection of the Mediterranean Sea against pol- that biosphere reserves should act as benc.hmarks to eva.tion. This reference serves as an indication of the type of luate changes in the environment, and should be used 
coastal and marine protected areas which are required
along the shores of that remarkable sea, which have been 
greatly altered during the course of thousands of years
by some of the moit prestigious-but often careless
civilizations. 

When analyzing the current network critically, one 
cannot fail to note that most existing biosphere reserves .
have been established in areas which were already pro-  .
 
tected as national parks or biological reserves. There is 4 P "v,.' 
obviously nothing wrong with this, as long as the desig- r ' 
nation of the area as a biosphere reserve is adding new • 

', 

functions and possibly new dimensions to the existing . 
set-up, and is not just a new label given to it. For exam- . .. -2 
pie, the core of a biosphere reserve could well be an [ . .
existing strict nature reserve, or a national park, provided .. 
the other characteristics of the biosphere reserve are Fig. 5. Combination o~f a biosTphere reserve with an .,¢ -,
met-thus complementing the previous conservation pilot research project in the Panda research station in ("'
efforts (IUCN, 1979). (Photo: L. Tcller.) 
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for continuous monitoring of physical or biological -
V

contributing to the Global Environ- .procasses-thus 
ment Monitoring System (GEMS) of UNEP. While this 
objective is still very desirable, it is fair .o say that the 
ambitious proposals concerning terrestrial monitoring 
formulated in the early 'seventies have not yet material
ized. The difficulties of identifying and correctly mea-
suring the right parameters are considerable, and the 
cost-benefit ratio for such expensive work remain3 
somewhat uncertain. Nevertheless, attention continues 
to be given to the potential role of biosphere reserves in 
an integrated monitoring system of the environment at 
the regional or global level (Fig. 6). 

ProtectionandSocialIntegnition 

The problem of adequate protection of biosphere re-
serves appears at first sight to be the same as for any 
other type of protected area. It has been said in this Tes
pect that, in so far as they cover man-modified ecosys-
tems and accept the presence of p'ople in the buffer 
zones-and sometimes in the core area itself--biosphere 
reserves would be in danger of being insufficiently pro-
tected. Paradoxically, however, it appears more and more 
that the reverse is true. In the first place, the presence of 
scientists in a research station located in the rertrve
normally in the buffer zone but close to the core zone
is a precious means of ensuring a degree of effective pro
tection. Moreover, if the biosphere reserve is set up arid 
managed in the right way, the surrounding population 

become its best protector.The approach taken fatthe entire MAB Programme is sphere reserve in Thailand. The tower allows particularlyfor 

to associate the populations concerned as fully as pos-
sible with the formulation and implementation of re-
search projects. It is even more important to take this 
approach when establishing and managing a protected 
area, which imposes changes and restrictions on the use 
of land.Many conservation areas-including the prestigious
national parks in Third World countries-are threatened 
ntoalb prssuThire Wofld countie-areppatnsdtoday by the pressure of expandin& )cal populations 

who do not understand the significance of these areas, 
who have not been consulted about their delineation or 
management, who have been submitted to severe disrup-
tion of their traditional ways of life, who need more and 
more land for grazing or hunting, and who receive al-

most no returns from the massive tourist industry which 
ignores their concerns and at the same time can even 
spoil the protected lands (Lusigi, 1981). 

The biosphere reserve constitutes a technique, among 
others, to reverse this very dangerous trend. Experience 
already shows that when the populations are fully in-

formed of the objectives of the biosphere reserve, and
understand that itis in their own and their children's 

interest to care for its functioning, the problem of pro-
tection is largely solved. In this manner, the biosphere 
reserve becomes fully integrated-not only into the
surrounding land-use system, but also into its social, eco-

nomic, and cultural, reality. 
Some outstanding examples have already denon-

strated the value of this approach, in which the popula-
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Fan research and monitoring tower in the Sakaerat bio.Fig. 6. A 

study of the tropicalforest canopy and for microclimatologi'al 
monitoring. (Photo:M. Hadley.) 

tions consider the reserve not as an infringement on their 
their long-term interests.rights but as a tool to serve 

Among these examples, those of the Mapimi and La Mi
chila biosphere reserves in the State of Durango inMex
ico are particularly striking (Halfftnr, 1981), and similar 
instances could be quoted from reveral other countries(cf. Fig. 7). 

FUTURE NEEDS AND PROSPECTS 
It is clear from the above text that the establishment 

of a world network of biosphere reserves has gained con
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Fig. 7.The 'Desert Laboratory' recently built Jor research and 
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training In the Mapini Biosphere Rcservc in The State ofDu
rango in Mexico. Among other species, rhe (eat Desert Turtle is 
protected in this biospherereserve, which is also exemplary for 
participationof the localpopulation. (Photo:Sonia Galleria.) 
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siderable momentum, but that much remains to be done 
to improve the coverage of representative ecosystems, 
the quality of many reserves, and their proper integra-
tion into the ecological and socio-economic environment, 
In order to meet the objective of a comprehensive and 
high-standard network. 

The historical development which has been analyzed 
above explains why a number of biosphere reserves, use-
ful as they may be for various legitimnte purposes, do 
not meet all the requirements of such a network. The 
question arises as to what can be done about this situa-
tion. In many cases, significant improvement could be 
achieved through some international support or through 
greater attention from national authorities. In some 
other cases one wonders whether a given designated bio-
sphere reserve deserves to be maintaincd on the list. The 
MAB Coordinating Council has not so far considered 
any procedure for delisting, but this might come in fut-
ure years. Yet it could be argued that a pooly managed 
reserve is preferable to no reserve at all, and that the 
international network could then for practical purposes 
develop into a two-tier system, with a 'hard core' of 
fully representative and well-functioning biosphere 
reserves.
 

More important at the present stage is to fill themost 
obvious gaps through the designation of new, high-quality 
biosphere reserves. While completing the network to 

include all of Udvardy's (1975) biogeographical pro-

vinces-especially the biomes which are not so far ade-

quately covered -consideration should also be given to 
special requirements of conservation at the regional or 

The urgent need to protect coastal ecosys-global level. 

tems and wetlands, as well as traditional landscapes, has 


reservealready been mentioned. In fact, a biosphere 
which covers transition zones and interfaces between 
ecosystems can be of greater ecological and practical 
value than a reserve that is located entirely within a 

single representative ecosystem-if only because such 

areas are less known scientifically as regards their com-
plex structure and functioning, are more vulnerable to 

human activities and pressures, and are often more im-

portant economically. 
Similarly, attention should bd given to the protection 

of indigenous varieties and races of domesticated plants 
and animals which are used in traditional agriculture, 

and/or are severely threatened by modern selection, as 
well as to areas that contain wild relatives of domesti-

cated species, so as to ensure their in-situ long-term 
protection. This includes in particular the 'Vavilov 
centres of genetic diversity' from which many cultivated 
crops originated. The protection of wild relatives of 

crops is essential for plant brecding'activities to ensure 
increasemaintenance of pest resistance as well as in 

yields. This applies not only to endemic wild relatives of 
crops such as coffee, tomato, potato, or cotton, but also 

The above considerations show that, given the rich 
diversity of the natural environments of the planet and 
the considerable range of human interventions which it 
has undergone, the establishment of a scientifically sound 

reservesand truly comprehensive network of biosphere 
will not only require action at the world level, but also 
at the regional level. For it is at the regional level that 
problems are similar and ideas, contacts, and coopera
tion, can be developed more efficiently than on the 
wider level-as was pointed out in th, example of the 
Mediterranean given earlier. 

It is equally clear that future biosphure reserves
besides some of those which are needed to cover 'mis
sing' biogeographical provinces-will have to be set up 
and managed in areas which are not protected, which 
are devoted to various types of land-use, and which are 
still privately owned. This will require deliberate and 
far-sighted action by national authorities, with consider
able economical, financial, administrative, and political, 
implications. Lastly but very importantly, it will call for 
adequate training of -jersonnel, at various levels, who 
are capable of managulg biosphere reserves efficiently 
(Fig. 8). 

Local Support Essential 
It cannot be over-stressed that conservation mea

sures-especially those which involve productive lands

will not succeed without the agreement, support, and 
of the population directly concerned.participation, 

habits of most countries,Unless the administrative 
which tend tc dictate from above what has to be done 

in the field of nature conservation-and indeed in other 

fields-are radically modified, and unless major efforts 
made to explain the value of protected areas and toare 

the local people with their management, allassociate 
conservation measures will be bound to collapse sooner 
or later. 

reserve con-To counteract this threat, the biosphere 
cept-and the MAB Programme as a whole-is built 

upon the establishment of a dynamic interaction between 
scientists, resource managers, decision-makers, and the 

local people who should ultimately benefit from the 
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to a number of trees that are needed in forestry or in ..a ,. . , ,,, g,or olive trees. Tht, biosphere,.agriculture -su ch as cacao 

reserve programme has recently been acknowledged as Fig. 8. A group ef trainecs climbinguown after s'Jrveving trop

the most appropriate mechanism for ensuring this slec- ical hikh-altitude vegetation and soil Jmuna in the Mount Nimba 

tivc in-situ conservation f(R. & C. Prescott-Allen, 1982). biospherereserve in Guinea. (Photo: At. Lamotte.) 
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protection measures and from the results of research. 
Al possible means, such as dissemination of informa-
tion by local media, explanation and demonstration 
campaigns, and envi'onmental education, will have to 
be mobilized to develop a favourable perception and 
new attitudes towards conservation.* The fact that bio-
sphere reserves combine the protection of genetic re-
sources with research towards improved land-manage-
ment, should help them to play a significant role in 
bringing about this much-needed cha'ige in attitude. 

Long-term Conservation 

In this pr'xess, it should be underlined that long-
term conserration is-and must remain-the primary 
function of biosphere reserves. Obviously, conservation 
of Nature does not rely only upon biosphere reserves, 

*and indeed the expanding interest for all other methods 
of protection should be strongly encouraged. Whatever 
the development of the biosphere reserve programme 
may be, it will probably never represent more than a 
small portion of the ca 2% of the land surface of the 
world which is currently under some form of protection, 
and which is probably too smnall to allow for even the 
short-term preservation of a number of threatened spe-
cies, let alone their genetic evolution. But the programme 
should cover precisely those ecosystems which do not 
yet receive adequate protection, and also it should pro-
mote a scintific approach to conservation. 

Much remains to be done to give a sound theoretical 
and scientiic basis to conservation of ecosystems and 
genetic resources, and perhaps research projects in bio-
sphere reserves should be primarily devoted to this sub-
ject which has never received adequate attention in the 
past. In this respect, the size of each reserve constitutes 
a fundamental issue. It has been estimated (Frankel & 
Saould, 1981) that, to maintain fitness and survival of a 
given species and to avoid excessive interbreeding, the-

inirrium population size should be no less than 50 indi-
viduals. But in order to maintain long-term genetic varia-
ation at a level allowing a species to adapt itself to envi-
rorimental change, the minimum population is estimated 
to be of the order of 500 individuals, 

These requirements could be met without too much 
difficulty for most plnts and many small animals. How-
ever, when it comes to tropical forest trees and, even. 
more so, to large mammals, the geographic size of the 
protected area required to maintain their genetic diver-
sity-and even their fitness- becomes extremely great. 
Very sizeable biosphere reserves or national parks might 
meet this challenge in the case of tropical trees, but on 
these grounds there is little hope in the long run for 
large vertebrates. Yet, provided biosphere reserves are 
of sufficient size, well managed, and well distributed at 
world-wide and regional levcl, the network will offer a 
major new tool for helping us to assume to the fullest 
possible extent what 0. H. Frankel calls 'our evolution, 
ary responsibility', i.e. allowing most species to conti-

*Hlere again we feel the ncd of morc and bcttcr enyioninen-
tal education, ncluding the world's 'public at lhrgc', which is 
being stressed elsewhere in this issue.- M. 

nue their evolution through appropriate human pro
tection. 

On the other hand, the biosphere reserves are lkely 
to play an increasing role as 'representative ecological 
areas' devoted to the conscrvation of landscapes and to 
the study of sound ecosystem management. In this con
text, they should also play an increasing role in the 
maintenance and transfer of indigenous technologies for 
land and water resources uses, thus helping to preserve 
cultural diversity in a world oriented towards uniformity. 

While the future of biosphere eserves as a multi
purpose tool for environmental conservation and man
agement appears very promising, one should not construe 
from this that they can 'do everything'. Giving them too 
many tasks and responsibilities, and placing on them 
too-ambitious and somewhat diverging expectations, 
could only lead to confusion and inefficiency. As in any 
other programme, a balance has to be struck between 
the desirable and the possible. Thus it would probably 
be inappropriate in them to move too much into the vast 
area of research and experimentation on environmental 
management, although in many biosphere reserves this 
will certainly constitute an important function-espe
cially when they are combined with integrated pilot re
search projects. 

Supporting Measures 
These considerations keep pointing to the flexibility 

required for the national and international development 
of the programme. At the same time, the world-wide 
network of biospheie reserves will call for constant con
tacts and exchanges between countries, as well as appro
priate monitoring of its development. For these reasons, 
an international conference on biosphere reserves is 
being organized by UNESCO in Minsk (Byelorussia) in 
September-October 1983, with the support of UNEP. 
It is expected that this Conference will review in depth 
the development of the programme, allow for construc
tive exchanges of ideas and experience, and give a deci
sive impetus to the further development of the network. 

Needless to say, success will eventually depend on 
the human and financial resources available to the pro
gramme, on the determination of the participating coun
tries, and on the dedication of their personnel. In this 
respect, there are biosphere reserves which happen to 
be located in outstanding natural areas and which have 
justified their inscription on the World Heritage List 
established under the Convention concerning the Pro
tection of the World Cultural and Natural Heritage. 
These cases will probably remain exceptional. But one 
might consider some day that the 'hard core' of the 
world biosphere reserve network could be placed on the 
list as one entity, and therefore benefit from the support 
which the Convention provides. One could also recall 
that the wealth of genetic resources conserved through 
the network is of direct value to large public or private 
groups-including those concerned with timber exploi. 
tation, plant breeding, or seed supply. It would seem 
appropriate that some simple mechanisms be set up to 
obtain reasonable financial or material support from 
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Note from a 'SAVE OUR 3IOSPHERE' Sticker Distributor 

The Indian Society of Naturalists (INSONA) recently 
produced colourful stickers, 11 X16 cm,.depicting the 
endangered Blackbuck (Antilope cervicapra) under the 
heading 'SAVE OUR BIOSPHERE' (Gaekwad & Oza, 
1981)*. The stickers are o two sorts-one designed to 
be affixed on an opaque background, and the other to 
be viewed through glass. 

After reading that 'the stickers are available, against a 
donation, to serve the cause of The Biosphere', I sent 
$5.00 to the General Secretary of INSONA. In return, 
I received ten stickers. This was more than I expected, 
and more than I needed personally. Probably, I thought, 
the General Secretary sent me extras as a co-initiator of 
what was then called the World Decade of Tie Bio-
sphere (Vallentyne et at., 1980)-the action that had 
prompted INSONA to produce the stickers. 

I received the stickers just before leaving on a lecture 
tour of western Canada that had been arranged by the 
Canadian Society of Environmental Biologists (CSEB). 
The focus of my talks was The Biosphere: 'Why I carry 
a globe on my back.' I took six stickers with me to show 
audiences an example of the kind of grass-roots actions 
that are needed to make The Biosphere a reality in the 
minds of people. 

Oa my trip I showed the stickers to audiences in 
Winnipeg, Saskatoon, Calgary, and Edmonton. In 
Winnipeg, my first stop, I held up a sticker for people 
to see. In Saskatoon I presented one as a house-gift to 
the person who provided me with overnight accommo-
dation. In Calgary I offered two to persons who would 
make contributions to INSONA on the understanding 
that I would forward their names and addresses with the 
contributions. I received $4.00 from one person and 
$5.00 f'om another. In Edmonton, the same offer 
brought responses of $20.00 from one person and 
$5.00 from another. The sixth sticker went to my 
Edmonton host. 

Of the total of ten stickers, I placed one on my 
office door, another on a file cabinet in my study at 
home, and left six in western Canada. I offered the 
remaining two to Biosphere supporters in Ontario. 
Within a week they were in other hands.

As a result of these transactions, a money order forranactons a 
$55.00 was despatched to the General Secretary of 
INSONA on 28 January 1982, with the names and 
addresses of the contributors. I was pleased with the 
result, having turned a $5.00 donation into $S5.00 
for INSONA. Needless to say, I requested more stickers. 

Asteseareslt f mneyordr fr 

*The sticker figured by Gackwad & Oa (1981) was an earlier 
version, without the attractive INSONA emblem and the 'OUR' 
in the legand. The latter item is remedied in the version figured 
on page 117 of this issue.- Ed. 

In his book, 'The Open Conspiracy', H. G. Wells 
(1928) cited the power of imagination as our greatest
strength and salvation. The idea of INSONA to produce 
a sticker combining local and global concerns was, in 
my opinion, an imaginative venture. What it induced, 
through my intermediary behaviour, was a transfer of 
funds from persons in CSEB to the heart of INSONA. 

What if this idea caught on generally? What if other 
concerned organizations in less well-to-do parts of the 
world produced colourful stickers coupling images of 
their special concerns with a 'SAVE OUR BIOSPHERE' 
message? What if persons belonging to concerned organi
zations in the well-to-do parts of the world offered, as I 
did, to relay contributions in return for stickers, re
mittirg the proceeds to their sister organizations in less 
well-to-do parts of the world? Knowing the human 
propensity for acquisitiveness in regard to stamp collect
ing, coin collecting, and you-name-it collecting, why 
not stat a new rage for 'SAVE OUR BIOSFHERE' 
sticker-ccllecting among children and adults, as sug
gested by Polunin (MS.)? If this ever 'caught on', the 
INSONA stickers could, as the first of their kind, be
come valuable collectois' items. 

Organizations in the 'hird and Fourth Worlds: Send 
me your stickers! If the design is imaginative, the pur
pose simultaneously local and Biospheric, and the words 
'SAVE OUR BIOSPHERE' (or their equivalent in an
other language) appear on the label, I am a potential 
customer and multiplier of customers. 

I am a 'SAVE OUR BIOSPHERE' sticker distributor. 
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Biggest Private Donation to Date for the Environment 
Mr Ryoichi Sasakawa, Chairman of the Japan Ship. efforts tobuilding Industry Foundation, who was recently awarded 

improve human welfare, alleviate suffering
the United Nations and promote international understanding. These :rePeace Prize in a ceremony at the goals which illustrate his personal philosophy:Geneva headquarters of the World Health Organization, world is one family: all mankind are brothers 

'he 
[subsequently pledged] $1,000,000 to the United Nations and
Environment Programme. sisters'.The money will finance [an Amonginternational award] for outstanding achievement in the 

his direct efforts to help preserve world
field of the environment. peace, Mr Sasakawa supports the Independent Commis. 

Mr Sasakawa's concern sion on Disarmament and Security Issues, the presentfor the environment is also Chairmanreflected in his support for the Institute for Orean En. 
of which is Mr Olof Palme, former PrimeMinistervironmental of Sweden. Mr Sasakawa was a member ofTechnology of the Japan FoundationShipbuilding Advancement for the Japanese delegation to the UNESCO Peace Forumat Tsukuba, forInternational Federation of 

and the in Paris in 1979, where he proposed the creation of aInstitutes
Study (IFIAS) in Sweden, which 

for Advanced nongovernmental commission for peace. The Forum alsois an organization accepted his offer to establish a peace fund and annualthat specializes in environmental studies.lie donation to UNEP is only the latest of a 
Peace Education Prize.long Mr Ryoichi Sasakawa, the eldest son of a sake brewer,serls of important contributions by Mr Sasakawa tohumanitarian efforts all over was born on 4 May 1899 near Osaka, and was an electedthe world-particularlythrough the United Nations systtm. During the 
member of the Japanese Diet or Parliament until the endpastseven years, ti.fough the Japan Shipbuilding Industry 
of World War II. He is chairman of more than 50 nonprofit organizatiens-includingFoundation, he has provided annual donations to WHO the Japan Shipbuilding

totalling over $20,000,000, and constituting significant 
Industry Foundation, which has given more than S12
 

support for the eradication of smallpox, the control of 
thousand millions in donations and subsidies to various causes over '.h. past 20 yezrs.
leprosy, and other important health programmes.
Between 1971 and 7 May 1982, Mr Sasakawa do- United Nations Environment Programmenated more than $36,23 1,000 to various United Nations P.O. Box 30552agencies and organizations.including

tariat, UNHCR, UNRWA, 
the UN Secre. NairobiIMCO, and ESCAP-in his Kenya. 

'TRAF FIC Japan' Office to Halt Illegal Wildlife Trade

In a move which could have major consequences for
world conservation, WWF/IUCN will open anew Tokyo 

world trade is consumed by Japan. Moreover. next to
office called 'TRAFFIC Japan'. The office will be mod-

the Federal Republic of Germany, Japan is the largesttrader in fur-skins of wild species, and is a leading imelled on similar operations in the US, the Federal Repub- porter of shells, coral,lic of Germany, and the UK, and follows the decision by 
reptile skins, primates, butter-

Japan to accept the Convention on 
flies, and tropical fishes. In short, the Japanese are deep.International Trade ly involved in almost everyin Endangered Species of Wild Fauna and Flora (CITES). area of wildlife trade, and 

Japan is a key figure in many 
according to Mr Milliken their stockpiling of furs, whichaspects of wildlife occurred before the acceptancetrade, and the new TRAFFIC (acronym for Trade Rec- of CITES, guaranteesthat endangered species will continue to be traded forords Analysis of Flora and Fauna In Commerce) officewill some ..,ne to come.'work closely with customs authorities to see that The japanese arethe CITES regulations are strictly enforced. A Japanese- also the world's largest consumersof ivory. Eightyspeaking American conservationist, Thomas Milliken, will 

per cent of African raw ivory exportsarc to Japan orbe in day-to-day charge of operations, reporting to Nir 
Hong Kong. Until ;ecently, iapan was


Hyosuke Kujiraoka, former Director of the Japanese 
a major trafficker in rhinoceros horn as well, importing


Government's Environmental Protection Agency. TRAF-
an av -rage of 800 kilograms annually. Thus, public
awarenessFIC is backed by a strong Scientific Advisory Committee 

regarding endangered species issues isvery low
headed by Dr Hideo Obara, one of Japan's 

in Japan, and TRAFFC will play a major educationalleading role in publicizing CITES and the world trade in threatzoologists and a member of the Board of WWF Japan.Mr ened wildlife.
Eugene Lapointe, recently appointed Secretary- Dr Obara's above-meistioned
General of CITES, described the opening of TRAFFIC Scientific Advisory
Japan as 'amajor step towards the development of the 

Committee will be largely responsible for assisting in tile 
awareness required identification of wildlife and derivative products, accumufor international cooperation in con- lating and interpreting data, reviewingtrolling the trade in endangered species; awareness and and evaluating 
cooperation two 

TRAFFIC reports and projects, an! distributing TRAF.re absolutely key elements in the FIC reports and newsletters.attainment of our objectives.' For Japan, after the US,isthe world's largest consumer of wildlife and, on a pf'r David Mitchell, Director of Public Affairscaput basis, may be numbu, mne. Approximately one-third of the world Wo, ld Wildlife iFundhiternationaltrade in birds involves Japan, and Avenue duMont-Blancalmost ah of the musk and most of the tortoise.shell in 1196 Gland,Switzerland. 


